Reduction of FoxP3+ Tregs by an immunosuppressive protocol of rapamycin plus Thymalfasin and Huaier extract predicts positive survival benefits in a rat model of hepatocellular carcinoma
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Background: Investigate immunoregulation and anti-tumor immunity of FoxP3+ Tregs after treatment with rapamycin (RAPA/SRL) plus thymalfasin (Zadaxin) and Huaier extract (PS-T) in a hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) rat model simulating HCC relapse after liver transplant (LT).

Methods: We successfully established a rat model simulating HCC relapse after LT using an optimized chemical induction method with TACROLIMUS, methylprednisolone, and diethylnitrosamine as identified by visible liver nodules and hematoxylin-eosin staining. The model rats were then treated with RAPA, Zadaxin, and PS-T. Immune status changes were analyzed by flow cytometry, and protein expression of Akt and mTOR was determined by western blotting. Cytokines were measured by ELISAs.

Results: Combined therapy by RAPA plus Zadaxin and PS-T obviously alleviated hepatic pathological changes and significantly decreased the levels of FoxP3+ Tregs in peripheral blood, the spleen, and the liver (P<0.05) and expression of mTOR protein (P<0.01) in the liver, obviously improved survival time (P=0.02). Moreover, the levels of CD8+ T cells were increased significantly to almost normal levels (P<0.05) in comparison with no SRL monotherapy protocols. Inhibitory cytokines were also decreased in accordance with FoxP3+ Tregs. Significant decreases of IL-10 and TGF-β were observed after SRL-based therapy (P<0.01) in comparison with the other groups. Serum alpha fetoprotein (AFP) and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) levels were also decreased significantly (P<0.05). FoxP3+ Tregs showed a negative correlation with CD8+ and CD4+/CD8+ T cells and a positive correlation with AFP, and VEGF (P<0.05).

Conclusions: SRL-based therapy reduces FoxP3+ Tregs to decrease secreted inhibitory cytokines which may enhancement the viability and number of CD8+ T cells to exert anti-tumor effects that are mainly mediated through the AKT-mTOR signaling pathway.
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**Introduction**

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is one of the five most common malignancies (1) and the second and third most frequent cause of cancer deaths worldwide in men and women, respectively (1-3). The incidence of HCC has continually increased in both Western and Asian countries over the past 10 years (3,4). Apart from liver resection, liver transplantation (LT) is currently recognized as the most effective therapeutic approach to potentially eliminate HCC lesions (5). Despite a restrictive patient selection policy, the recurrence rate of HCC after LT is still 3–25% and drastically affects long-term survival (6-10). Although there is currently no consensus on the most suitable method to prevent relapse and the best therapeutic approach to avoid tumor recurrence; re-resection, radiofrequency ablation, and transcatheter hepatic arterial chemoembolization are alternative options. The 2019 ASCO has recommended lenvatinib as the first-line treatment for advanced liver cancer over sorafenib that was the only efficacious adjuvant therapy for tumor relapse previously (11,12), but the results remain unsatisfactory. Therefore, studies on tumor recurrence and cancer immunity after organ transplantation are desired.

CD4+CD25+FoxP3+ regulatory T cells (FoxP3+Tregs) have been demonstrated to perform important functions in tumor immunity and graft immune tolerance (13). Increasing numbers of studies have indicated that a preoperative increased level of FoxP3+Tregs in HCC patients is often associated with poor survival and a high risk of tumor relapse (14,15). Although FoxP3+Tregs induce immune tolerance, recent studies have demonstrated that a high frequency of FoxP3+Tregs after LT for HCC may be associated with an increased risk of tumor recurrence and reduced long-term survival benefits. Thus, FoxP3+Tregs might play a contradictory role in immune tolerance induction and tumor recurrence prevention of HCC after LT. Investigation of a suitable immunosuppressive therapy by a “killing two birds with one stone” approach that effectively reduces graft rejection and avoids the high relapse risk associated with long-term application of TACROLIMUS (16) is an important research focus. The recent “SiLIVER” study demonstrated that rapamycin (RAPA/SRL) is an efficacious immunosuppressive drug and anti-neoplastic agent for LT patients with excellent clinical safety and efficacy (17). Our previous study also found that SRL plus Huaier granule (PS-T) and Zadaxin treatment of patients with LT for advanced HCC reduces FoxP3+Tregs (18), which provides evidence supporting SRL selection and TACROLIMUS replacement therapy for HCC after LT.

Trametes robiniiophila Murr. in traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) has been used for more than 1,600 years as a medicinal fungus for the treatment of inflammation and cancer in China (19,20). Huaier granule (PS-T) is a representative TCM against cancer as an adjuvant drug for chemo-radiotherapy with excellent clinical efficacy against liver, lung, gastric, and breast cancers (19-22). PS-T is a multi-target drug with effective ingredients of proteoglycans that improve immune functions, especially those of effective T and natural killer cells, which kills tumor cells (22,23). Furthermore, Huaier inhibits the tumorigenic capacity of cells and increases the sensitivity of cells to rapamycin via the mTOR signaling pathway (22,24). Most transplant physicians are in favor of SRL replacement therapy for HCC patients' post-transplantation (25). By application of RAPA/SRL plus Zadaxin and PS-T (combined therapy/ SRL-based therapy) for terminal HCC patients after LT, we obtained excellent clinical prognoses with long-term survival benefits and a delayed tumor relapse time (18) after a 5-year follow-up. The treatment even regulated CD8+T cells and the ratio of CD4+/CD8+ T cells by Zadaxin and demonstrated its efficacy and safety (18,26).

CD8+T cells are the main effective cells in anti-tumor responses and graft rejection (27). The balance between each subgroup of T cells, especially the dynamic equilibrium of CD4+/CD8+ T cells, contributes to maintaining the stability of cellular immune functions and inhibition of tumor growth (28-31). FoxP3+Tregs exert anti-tumor and immune regulatory effects through direct and indirect interactions with CD4+ and CD8+T cells (13,14,32). A high level of FoxP3+Tregs might induce tolerance inpatients after LT (33), but it can lead to a decreased level and hypoergia of CD8+T cells (34-36). Conversely, relatively low levels of FoxP3+Tregs favor prevention of tumor relapse, but might lead to rejection (34,35). Interestingly, SRL-based therapy in our center has achieved a relatively promising state associated with a comparatively low frequency of FoxP3+Tregs with no effect on the rejection rate, which resolves these issues (18), but the detailed anti-tumor and immunity mechanisms are not fully understood. To explore whether the combined therapy regulates T cell immunity via the mTOR signaling pathway, we conducted this study under an immuno-suppression environment to establish a simulative model of HCC relapse. In the present study, we mainly investigated regulatory mechanisms of FoxP3+Tregs.
in SRL-based therapy compared with other groups which was accepted no replace with SRL therapy, focusing on anti-tumor effects.

**Methods**

**Animals and experimental groups**

Sprague-Dawley (SD) male rats aged 6–8 weeks and weighing 180–220 g were obtained from the Animal Experiment Center of the Military Academy of Medical Sciences. The animal experiments were approved by the 8th Medical Center of Chinese PLA General Hospital Medical Animal Ethics Committee. Animals were housed and treated in accordance with the Animal Welfare Act and Institutional Guidelines for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.

Seventy-two SD rats were randomly divided into six groups using a random number table as follows: Combined group/SRL-based therapy (A), SRL/RAPA group (B), Thymalfasin/Zadaxin group (C), Huaier extract/PS-T group (D), HCC model group (E), and blank group (control) (F).

**Establishment of a rat model to simulate HCC recurrence after LT and study protocol**

A rat model of HCC recurrence after LT was established with optimization and improvement according to previous studies (37-40) and our preliminary experimental results. Briefly, chemical agents were used to induce cancer and establish the SD rat model. First, an immunosuppressive environment was simulated by combined application of TACROLIMUS at 0.08 mg/kg/day plus methylprednisolone at 20 mg/kg/day, and methylprednisolone was withdrawn after 7 days. This regime was sustained for 1 month to generate an immunosuppressive microenvironment. Then, TACROLIMUS was replaced with SRL in groups A and B, whereas the other groups (C–F) were treated with normal saline (NS). Chemical induction of cancer with diethylnitrosamine (DEN) was then performed by intraperitoneal injection and a low concentration provided ad libitum in drinking water as the basic induction protocol. A 100 mg/kg preparation of DEN in sterile water was injected on the first day of every month. A 0.075 mg/mL preparation of DEN in drinking water was freely available to drink on the second week of every month. DEN in drinking water was provided on days 1, 3, and 5 of every week and sterile water was provided on the other days. This protocol was continued for at least 3 months or until death.

The drug intervention was prepared in advance and started at 2 months after initiation of DEN treatment. SRL was administered by gavages at a dose of 0.5 mg/kg once a day, PS-T was administered by gavages at 1 mg/mL three times per day, and Zadaxin was administered as a 0.35 mg/kg subcutaneous injection for 10 days and then twice weekly at the same dose. Rats in group A received combined drugs, groups B–D received individual drugs, group E was the tumor rat which treated replaced drug with NS, and group F was just immunosuppressed rat which had no intervention. Drug treatment continued until the end of the experiment or death.

**Reagents and drugs**

APC-conjugated anti-rat CD3, PE-conjugated anti-rat CD8, FITC-conjugated anti-rat CD4, PE-conjugated anti-rat CD25, and APC-conjugated anti-rat FoxP3 antibodies, Foxp3 Staining Buffer Set (BD Pharmingen, USA); AFP and VEGF ELISA kits (R&D Systems, USA); rat vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) immunohistochemistry (IHC) kit (Proteintech, USA); RPMI-1640, DMEM, and FBS (Gibco, USA); diethylnitrosamine (DEN; Sigma, USA); rapamycin (Wyeth Pharmaceuticals Company, USA); Huaier extract (Gaitianli Medicine Co.Ltd., China); Thymalfasin (Patheon Italia S.p.A, Italy); Tacrolimus (Astellas Pharma Inc., Japan).

**Specimen collection and preparation**

**General samples**

Peripheral blood (PB) was collected each month. All rats were sacrificed by cervical dislocation under general anesthesia. After obtaining images, PB, liver and spleen samples were collected in sterile RPMI-1640 medium.

**Preparation of lymphoid cell suspensions of the spleen and liver**

Spleen and liver lymphoid cell suspensions were prepared by mincing the rat spleen and liver on a wire mesh. The cells were pooled and passed through a nylon mesh to remove cell clumps with repeatedly washed in RPMI-1640 medium. The cell suspension was transferred to a 15-mL centrifuge tube and centrifuged at 1,200 rpm for 10 min. The supernatant was discarded and FBS was added, followed by blending in a beater to obtain a single cell suspension. The suspensions of spleen and liver cells were purified by density gradient centrifugation at 1,800 rpm for
The cloudy cell layer in the middle was collected, washed with RPMI-1640 medium, and centrifuged again. The supernatant was discarded, and the cells were resuspended in RPMI-1640 medium. Cells were stained with trypan blue, and samples with >90% live cells were used for experiments.

Preparation of tissue histopathological specimens
Liver tissue of rats with suspected tumors was fixed in formalin, dehydrated, embedded, sectioned at 5 μm thicknesses, stained with hematoxylin-eosin (HE), and observed and photographed under a microscope.

Measurement approaches
Flow cytometric analysis of the FoxP3+ Treg, CD3+CD4+, and CD3+CD8+ T cell populations was performed for control, PB, and lymphoid cell suspensions of the spleen and liver. Serum AFP and VEGF were analyzed by ELISA kits, and immunohistochemistry of VEGF was performed with the VEGF IHC kit. HE and IHC staining was observed and images under an IX-90 confocal laser scanning microscope (Olympus Optical, Tokyo, Japan) at x10 and x20 magnifications.

VEGF IHC was followed these steps, the 10% formalin fixed tissues embedded in paraffin, microtome section with 5 μm, heated at 60 °C on slides warmer for 30 min, dewaxing, 3% H2O2 inactivation, pretreated in a microwave at 100 °C for 20 min, and closed antibody incubation for 30 min. Next, incubated with primary antibodies to VEGF (1:100, Abcam, USA) for night. Incubation with second antibody to PV-9000 kits (OriGene Technologies, USA) for 60 min, IHC staining was detected by an Olympus microscope system (Japan) and DAB kit (Vector, USA).

Protein isolation and western blotting
Total protein was prepared at 4 °C lysis buffer of cancer cells isolated from tumor nodes using trypsinization. Then, the protein purity was determined by a BCA assay, according to the R&D manufacturer’s instructions. Western blotting was performed by preparation of a separation gel and samples, electrophoresis, membrane transfer, blocking, antibody incubation, development, and fixation.

Statistical analysis
All measurement data are presented as the mean ± SD and analyzed with SPSS 19.0 software. Statistical significance was evaluated using the unpaired Student’s t-test. The Kaplan-Meier method was used to calculate survival curves, followed by log-rank analysis. Comparisons among more than three groups were performed by analysis of variance. Quantitative data were compared by chi-squared tests. Correlation analysis between continuous variables was based on Pearson’s analysis. P<0.05 was considered as statistically significant.
Figure 1 The Pathological morphology of rat liver in each experimental group. (A) The liver pathological lesions photos to the naked eye of each experimental groups shown by arrows, the rats of HCC model group displayed tumor nodules, 5–10 mm (model group), and the tissue lesions were gradually reduced with the drug intervention. (B) The pathological results of HE stains for each group which shown with 10× and 20× images. (C) Histogram of tumors in each group. Group A, SRL-based therapy; Group B, SRL/RAPR; Group C, Zadaxin; Group D, PS-T; Group E, Model; Group F, Control.

Table 1 The levels of FoxP3 + Treg of PB, liver and spleen in different groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>PB (n=12)</th>
<th>Liver (n=12)</th>
<th>Spleen (n=12)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>means</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>P value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group A</td>
<td>3.84</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group B</td>
<td>5.15</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group C</td>
<td>5.24</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group D</td>
<td>5.11</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group E</td>
<td>9.71</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group F</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.049</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*P value: FoxP3 + Treg in PB vs. Liver; °P value: FoxP3 + Treg in Liver vs. Spleen; °°P value: FoxP3 + Treg in PB vs. Spleen. Group A, SRL-based therapy group; Group B, Rapamycin/Sirolimus group; Group C, Thymalfasin group; Group D, Huaier extract group; Group E, HCC model group; Group F, Control.
group A was statistically significant (P<0.01) (Figure 2C,D). The difference among no SRL monotherapy groups (B–D) was not statistically significant (P>0.05) (Table 1, Figure 2A-D).

**FoxP3⁺Tregs in the spleen and liver**
Except for group E, the trends in changes of FoxP3⁺Tregs in the spleen and liver of the other four groups was essentially in accordance with the higher level in the spleen than in PB (Figure 3), but the differences were not statistically significant (P>0.05) (Table 1, Figure 3A,B). However, the level in the liver was notably lower than that in PB (P<0.05) (Table 1, Figure 3A,B). For group E, the FoxP3⁺Treg level in PB was notably higher than that in the spleen and liver with a statistical significance (P<0.05) (Table 1, Figure 3A,B).

**Influence of FoxP3⁺Tregs on effective T cells**

*CD4⁺ and CD8⁺T cells in peripheral blood, the spleen, and liver*

Compared with group E, there was a significant increase of CD8⁺T cells in groups A–C (P<0.05) (Figure 4). Interestingly, compared with groups B–D, there also was a notable increase of CD8⁺T cells in group A, and the difference between group A and each of these groups was

---

**Figure 2** The FoxP3⁺Treg of each group in peripheral blood (PB). (A) Scatter diagram of FoxP3⁺Treg in lymphocyte and (B) in CD4⁺T cells detected by flow cytometry; (C) the FoxP3⁺Treg in lymphocyte (analysis by ANOVA); (D) the level of FoxP3⁺Treg in CD4⁺ T cells for each group, (analysis by ANOVA). *P<0.01, compared with group A; †P<0.01, compared with group F. Group A, SRL⁺; Group B, SRL/RAPR; Group C, Zadaxin; Group D, PS-T; Group E, Model; Group F, Control.
Figure 3 The levels of FoxP3⁺Treg in different tissues for rats in the different groups. (A) Scatter diagram of flow cytometry of the FoxP3⁺Treg in spleen and liver. (B) Multi-group analysis of ANOVA for FoxP3⁺Treg expression in different tissues. (C) Changes of FoxP3⁺Treg and CD4⁺ as well as CD8⁺ T cells in PB of different groups. Group A, SRL⁺; Group B, SRL/RAPR; Group C, Zadaxin; Group D, PS-T; Group E, Model.

statistically significant (P<0.05) (Figure 4A,C). The increase of CD4⁺T also had a statistical significance but was slightly lower than that of CD8⁺T cells (Figure 4B,D).

There was a similar trend of effective T cells in the spleen and liver of group A. Significant decreases of CD8⁺T and CD4⁺T cells were found in group E (Figure 4A,B,E,F).
Figure 4 The expression of CD4⁺ and CD8⁺T for each group in different tissues. (A) The levels of CD8⁺T cells for each group in different tissues for rats in the different groups with Scatter diagram of Flow cytometry. (B) The levels of CD4⁺T cells for each group in different tissues for rats in the different groups with Scatter diagram of Flow cytometry. The left column in PB, the middle column was in spleen, the right column was in liver. (C) Analysis of ANOVA for CD8⁺T cell expression of different groups in PB (**P<0.01, compared with group E). (D) Analysis of ANOVA for CD4⁺T cell expression of different groups in PB (**P<0.01, compared with group E). (E) Scatter plot of CD8⁺T cells in different tissues various from different groups. (F) Scatter plot of CD4⁺T cells in different tissues various from different groups (rather higher level in PB, middle in the spleen and markedly lower in the liver for each group, analysis by ANOVA, P<0.01). Group A, SRL⁺; Group B, SRL/RAPR; Group C, Zadaxin; Group D, PS-T; Group E, Model; Group F, Control.
After drug intervention, the percentages of CD8<sup>+</sup> and CD4<sup>+</sup>T cells were improved in each group. This indicated that the inhibitory effect of FoxP3<sup>+</sup>Tregs was most significant in group E, which was in accordance with the data for PB (Figure 3C, Figure 4A-F).

**Inhibitory effect of FoxP3<sup>+</sup>Treg cells**

It has been shown that a high level of FoxP3<sup>+</sup>Tregs has a significant inhibitory effect on CD4<sup>+</sup> and CD8<sup>+</sup>T cells, as displayed in group E. In contrast, the inhibitory effect of a low level of FoxP3<sup>+</sup>Tregs in the other groups was significantly decreased after drug application, which was most obviously displayed in group A (Figure 3C).

**Correlation analysis of FoxP3<sup>+</sup>Tregs and effective T cells**

The ratio of CD4<sup>+</sup>/CD8<sup>+</sup>T cells in group A was 1.85±0.26, which was closest to that in group F (1.96±0.41). There was a marked decrease of the ratio in group E (1.44±0.27), and no obvious increase in groups B–D with mean values of 2.09±0.40, 2.04±0.10, and 1.90±0.30, respectively. Correlation analysis indicated a negative correlation between FoxP3<sup>+</sup>Tregs and CD4<sup>+</sup>/CD8<sup>+</sup>T cells (Table 2).

**Tumor marker and cytokine analysis**

**Alpha fetoprotein secretion**

Alpha fetoprotein (AFP) is a highly specific and highly sensitive tumor marker for primary liver cancer. Its cutoff value is usually 20 μg/L and has a strong diagnostic value at ≥400 μg/L or rising constantly. AFP is usually combined with imaging findings for the diagnosis of HCC. Serum AFP levels in groups B–E were increased significantly compared with those in group F (Blank group) (P<0.01) (Figure 5). In addition, there was a significant decrease of the AFP level in group A compared with that in group E (P<0.05) (Figure 5A). Although the AFP level in no SRL monotherapy groups was lower than that in group E (P<0.01), there was no significant difference among the monotherapy groups (P>0.05) (Figure 5A). Furthermore, a remarkable positive correlation was found between FoxP3<sup>+</sup>Tregs and AFP (r=0.927, 0.916, 0.818, 0.931, 0.944, and 0.910, respectively) in PB of groups A–F (P<0.05) (Table 3, Figure 5C).

**VEGF concentration**

There was significant increase of VEGF expression in group E compared with that in group F and drug therapy groups (P<0.01). The VEGF level in group A was reduced the most significantly (P<0.01) in comparison with the normal group and no SRL monotherapy groups, but no obvious difference was observed among no SRL monotherapy groups (P>0.05) (Figure 5B). Moreover, there was an obvious positive correlation between FoxP3<sup>+</sup>Tregs and VEGF (r=0.850, 0.901, 0.944, 0.921, 0.932, and 0.842, respectively) in PB of groups A–F (P<0.05) (Table 3, Figure 5C).

VEGF IHC staining of liver nodes was significantly increased in group E, where it was mainly concentrated in tumor cells and the portal area. Furthermore, the positive staining rate was lower in group A, and that in the no SRL monotherapy groups was between that of groups A and E (Figure 6).

**AKT-mTOR expression in cancer tissues**

In comparison with the model rats (group E), SRL-based therapy did not reduce the expression of AKT but down regulated the level of p-AKT in cancer cells (Figure 7). Moreover, SRL-based therapy not only decreased the expression of mTOR, but also significantly reduced the level of p-mTOR (P<0.01). SRL-based therapy also down

### Table 2 The correlation of FoxP3<sup>+</sup>Treg between CD4<sup>+</sup>T cells, CD8<sup>+</sup>T cells and CD4<sup>+</sup>/CD8<sup>+</sup>T cells in PB

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Treg and CD4&lt;sup&gt;+&lt;/sup&gt;T cells</th>
<th>Treg and CD8&lt;sup&gt;+&lt;/sup&gt;T cells</th>
<th>Treg and CD4&lt;sup&gt;+&lt;/sup&gt;/CD8&lt;sup&gt;+&lt;/sup&gt;T cells</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>r</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group A</td>
<td>−0.979</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>−0.955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group B</td>
<td>−0.977</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>−0.946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group C</td>
<td>−0.931</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>−0.978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group D</td>
<td>−0.908</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>−0.985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group E</td>
<td>−0.998</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>−0.947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group F</td>
<td>−0.935</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>−0.648</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Group A, SRL-based therapy group; Group B, Rapamycin/Sirolimus group; Group C, Thymalfasin group; Group D, Huaier extract group; Group E, HCC model group; Group F, Blank group.
regulated p-AKT and p-mTOR compared with no SRL monotherapy (P<0.01) (Figure 7A,B,C,D).

**IL-10 and TGF-β levels**
Inhibitory cytokines IL-10 and TGF-β were significantly increased in group E (model rats) (P<0.01) compared with group F (Control group) (Figure 7). However, there were significant decreases after SRL-based therapy (P<0.01) in comparison with the model group (group E) and no obvious difference among no SRL monotherapy groups (P>0.05) (Figure 7E,F).

**Survival analysis**
The survival rate of rats in group A was significantly higher than that of rats in monotherapy groups and the model group. Mortality rates in group E were as high as 58.3% (7/12) with time of death ranging from 7 to 15 weeks after beginning treatments, and 33.3% of the rats displayed liver nodules that were demonstrated to be HCC except for one rat that died at 7 weeks and appeared to have cirrhosis based on HE staining results. Only one rat in group A died, which was delayed death at 15 weeks. Moreover, the mortality of rats in monotherapy groups was lower than that of group E and higher than that of group A, which was mainly at 12 weeks with slight pathological changes of liver lesions (Figure 1B). Survival benefit analysis suggested a significant difference between groups and demonstrated that SRL-based therapy significantly improved the survival of rats (P=0.02) (Figure 8).
Figure 6 IHC stains results of VEGF expression. The results showed that VEGF expression was significantly increased in HCC model, mainly concentrated in the tumor cells and portal area. The positive staining rate was lower in other groups. Group A, SRL-based therapy; Group B, SRL/RAPR; Group C, Zadaxin; Group D, PS-T; Group E, Model; Group F, Control.

Discussion

Rat HCC model

The current rat model of LT cannot meet experimental needs well because of its low establishment rate, high mortality, instability, and long-term induction of tumor recurrence as well as the short survival time after LT. Through optimization and improvement of the modeling method reported previously (37-40) combined with verification through preliminary experiments, we developed an optimized chemical induction method with DEN and immunosuppression, which better simulates the characteristics of HCC recurrence after LT to provide an alternative rat model. At the experiment endpoint, most rats still displayed visible liver nodules. HE staining indicated that the normal liver lobule structure had disappeared with significant cell atypia, varied cell sizes and shapes, large and deeply stained nuclei, and a dense arrangement, which collectively demonstrated generation of HCC lesions and a successful tumor relapse model. Therefore, we believe that the rat model established by this method is completely feasible to fully meet research needs.
Table 3 The correlation of FoxP3+ Treg between VEGF and AFP of different groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Treg and VEGF</th>
<th>Treg and AFP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( r )</td>
<td>( P )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group A</td>
<td>0.927</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group B</td>
<td>0.916</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group C</td>
<td>0.818</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group D</td>
<td>0.931</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group E</td>
<td>0.944</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group F</td>
<td>0.910</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Group A, SRL-based therapy group; Group B, Rapamycin/Sirolimus group; Group C, Thymalfasin group; Group D, Huaier extract group; Group E, HCC model group; Group F, Blank group.

Figure 7 The expression of akt-mTOR protein (A,B,C,D) and inhibitory cytokines (E,F) in different groups. (A,B) The p-akt was decreased significantly in group A compared with other groups, **\( P<0.01 \); (C,D) the mTOR and p-mTOR all decreased significantly in group A compared with other groups, *\( P<0.01 \). (E) Histogram of IL-10 between different groups analyzed with ANOVA, obviously down-regulation in group A, *\( P<0.05 \); (F) histogram of TGF-\( \beta \)1 between different groups analyzed with ANOVA, remarkably down-regulation in group A, *\( P<0.05 \). group A, SRL-based therapy/SRL; group B, SRL/RAPA; group C, Thymalfasin/Zadaxin; group D, Huaier extract/PS-T; group E, HCC model; group F, Blank/Control.
The level of FoxP3
therapy group and no SRL monotherapy groups (P<0.05).

significantly higher in group E than in the SRL-based
tumor antigens, which ultimately allows tumor cells to evade
the anti-tumor immune response and ability to recognize
paracarcinoma tissue, and peripheral blood can inhibit
with effective T cells, especially CTLs, upon release of
tGF-β inhibition of the secretion of cytokines IL-4, IL-10, or
of effective T cells, especially CTLs, indirectly through
in a shorter survival time and poorer prognosis of rats.

Figure 8 The survival rates and curve for different groups with
Kaplan-Meier and log-rank analysis (P=0.02); group A, SRL-
Based therapy/SRL; group B, SRL/RAPA; group C, Thymalfasin/
Zadaxin; group D, Huaier extract/PS-T; group E, HCC model;
group F, Blank/Control.

Regulation of FoxP3*Tregs and T cells
An increase of FoxP3*Treg infiltration into hepatoma tissue,
paracarcinoma tissue, and peripheral blood can inhibit
the anti-tumor immune response and ability to recognize
tumor antigens, which ultimately allows tumor cells to evade
immune surveillance (13-15,41-43). Studies have reported
an obvious negative correlation between high levels of
FoxP3*Tregs and a poor prognosis of HCC patients and a
positive correlation between a high level of FoxP3*Tregs and
increased risk of tumor relapse (42,43). In this study, the higher
FoxP3*Treg level in PB and liver and spleen tissues resulted in
a shorter survival time and poorer prognosis of rats.

Moreover, the level of FoxP3*Tregs in PB was significantly higher in group E than in the SRL-based
therapy group and no SRL monotherapy groups (P<0.05).
The level of FoxP3*Tregs was decreased significantly after
SRL-based therapy (P<0.05) and no SRL monotherapy.

This tendency was also observed in spleen and liver tissues.
Thereupon, a reduction of FoxP3*Tregs maybe one of the
underlying mechanisms that inhibits tumor growth and
proliferation by SRL-based therapy.

FoxP3*Tregs inhibit the activation and proliferation of effective T cells, especially CTLs, indirectly through
inhibition of the secretion of cytokines IL-4, IL-10, or
TGF-β (44-46) and directly through immediate contact
with effective T cells, especially CTLs, upon release of
cytotoxic cytokines (44-46). These indirect and direct
immunosuppression effects contribute to induction of T
cell immune suppression and immune incompetence that
aid immune escape of cancer cells (34,35,47,48). In this
study, expression of inhibitory cytokines IL-10 and TGF-β
was promoted remarkably in the model rats, which declined
significantly after SRL-based therapy. This change of IL-
10 and TGF-β expression was in parallel with the change
in FoxP3*Tregs. These data indicated that down regulation
of secreted cytokines IL-10 and TGF-β maybe a potential
anti-tumor mechanism of FoxP3*Tregs.

The correct balance of CD8+T cells and other
subgroups of T cells plays a crucial role in anti-tumor
immunity (27,49). A balanced ratio between CD4+ and
CD8+ T cells contributes to promotion of immunologic
homeostasis, whereas its disruption accelerates the growth
and proliferation of tumor cells (28-31,50-52). In this
study, the levels of CD8+T cells in PB of group E were
significantly decreased compared with the normal group
(P<0.05). However, the proportion of CD8+ T cells in PB of
group A was obviously enhanced after SLR-based therapy.

Expectedly, there was a negative correlation between
FoxP3*Tregs and CD8+T cells or CD4+CD8+T cells. CD8+ T cell levels in the liver and spleen were obviously
higher after SRL-based therapy (P<0.05). Based on the
changing trend of the T cell subgroup, the increased level
of FoxP3*Tregs might exert a suppressive effect on CD8+T cells. This inhibitory action may be weakened by the
treatment effect of SRL-based therapy.

Collectively, these data indicate that SRL-based therapy
decreased FoxP3*Tregs and weakened their inhibitory
effect by reducing secreted inhibitory cytokines IL-10 and
TGF-β, ultimately enhanced the viability and number of
CD8+ T cells to elicit an anti-tumor effect. However, the
activation effect of the CD8+T cells and the function of
the effective T cells measured by granzyme B and others
in this study not fully analysis which was the further study
objective in the next experiments.

Regulatory mechanism of SRL-based therapy
Although positively of up to 81% AFP is extensively applied
in diagnosis, treatment, prognosis, and tumor relapse (53),
more attention should be focused on negativity of about
30% in HCC patients and false positive results due to its
occurrence in hepatitis and other benign diseases. In this
study, nearly all samples in group E were positive (98%)
with levels obviously higher than the normal value (P<0.05).
The drug therapy downregulated AFP expression, which was most significant in the SRL-based therapy group (group A, P<0.05). Moreover, VEGF, which has a close relationship with HCC growth (54), is expressed at elevated levels in cancer tissue and PB of HCC patients (54,55). We have reported that a high level of FoxP3+Tregs is associated with a poor prognosis and high risk of tumor relapse during a 5-year follow-up (18). In the present study, we found a significant positive correlation between the expression levels of AFP and VEGF and an increase in FoxP3+Tregs. This suggests that FoxP3+Tregs can be used as a prognosis index for early HCC relapse when applied with AFP, because they can be easily detected in PB. Studies in China have also demonstrated that application of Huaier to HCC patients after LT reduces the expression of VEGF and prolongs survival time. VEGF monitoring may facilitate prognosis after LT reduces the expression of VEGF and prolongs survival time. VEGF monitoring may facilitate prognosis after LT reduces the expression of VEGF and prolongs survival time. VEGF monitoring may facilitate prognosis after LT reduces the expression of VEGF and prolongs survival time. VEGF monitoring may facilitate prognosis after LT reduces the expression of VEGF and prolongs survival time. VEGF monitoring may facilitate prognosis after LT reduces the expression of VEGF and prolongs survival time. VEGF monitoring may facilitate prognosis after LT reduces the expression of VEGF and prolongs survival time. VEGF monitoring may facilitate prognosis after LT reduces the expression of VEGF and prolongs survival time. VEGF monitoring may facilitate prognosis after LT reduces the expression of VEGF and prolongs survival time. VEGF monitoring may facilitate prognosis after LT reduces the expression of VEGF and prolongs survival time.

Huaier (19) and SRL (58,59) both suppress the formation of new blood vessels in liver cancer tissue to inhibit tumor cell growth through downregulation of the VEGF level. Huaier also inhibits the tumorigenic capacity of cells through mTOR signaling and contributes to increased sensitivity of cells to rapamycin (22,24). Therefore, application of Huaier with RAPA might be a promising therapy for the treatment of HCC that is mainly caused by aberrant mTOR signaling. Furthermore, thymalfasin improves the cellular immunity of CTLs and affects FoxP3+Treg functions (60-62). Although there has been increasing research on its safety and efficacy in LT patients, whether thymalfasin functions by regulating the mTOR signaling pathway remains unknown. Our previous studies demonstrated an encouraging survival benefit of SRL-based therapy (18) by regulation of FoxP3+Tregs and CD8+T cells without rejection when applying Zadaxin (18,26). In this study, both SRL and Huaier reduced the expression of p-AKT and p-mTOR in the PI3K-AKT-mTOR signaling pathway of cancer cells. Thus, SRL-based therapy showed a prominent inhibitory effect. Moreover, the target molecule levels and pathological results (HE/IHC staining) showed the expected results with the VEGF level decreased significantly and cancer cell infiltration reduced remarkably. These results indicated that application PS-T and Zadaxin when accepting SRL therapy acts cooperativity to inhibit cancer growth and proliferation through the mTOR signaling pathway which may be through increasing the activity of CD8+T cells for the anti-tumor response, and the SRL treatment effect of enhancement CD8+T cellular level with the PS-T and Zadaxin also needs to study in the further experiments.

Survival time of SRL-based therapy

Although Tacrolimus remains as a commonly used immunosuppressant, increasing studies and the International Multi-center Clinical Trial recommend rapamycin for liver transplantation of HCC patients because of its long-term survival benefits (17). Most experts agree with the first high-level evidence to select SRL-based immunosuppression for LT recipients with HCC. SRL-based therapy in our center for terminal HCC patients after LT has shown long-term survival benefits and does not increase the rate of rejection or opportunistic infection when applied with Zadaxin (18,26). Application of Zadaxin is also safe and effective in LT patients with psoriasis (26). SRL-based therapy shows a survival benefit and disease control in comparison with Tacrolimus-based therapy. The fewer rat liver lesions and most significant inhibitory effect on cancer cell growth in group A indicated that SRL-based therapy improves survival. The prognosis analysis suggested that the survival time of rats in group E was decreased obviously and mortality was increased significantly (P<0.05) compared with the other groups. When treated with SRL-based therapy, the survival time was obviously prolonged, death time remarkably delayed, and mortality was decreased significantly, but no SRL monotherapy was limited.

Conclusions

In this present study, by applying an optimized and improved chemical induction method, we successfully established a simulative rat model of HCC relapse after LT, which fully met the needs of this study. SRL-based therapy exerted an anti-tumor effect by reducing FoxP3+Tregs and their secreted inhibitory cytokines, which may ultimately enhance the viability and activities of CD8+T cells. SRL-based therapy inhibited cancer growth and proliferation through the AKT-mTOR signaling pathway, and the application PS-T and Zadaxin enhanced the synergistic effect of SRL. Furthermore, FoxP3+Tregs might be a useful
marker for early prognosis of HCC.

The effect of the combined therapy on FoxP3+Tregs was mediated through the mTOR signaling pathway, and changes in the levels of other molecules are unclear, which need verification in a larger sample size and further in vitro experiments. Moreover, the effect of FoxP3+Tregs depletion on CD8+T cell in ret model was also needs further study.
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